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Introduction

This 17th EU-Kazakhstan Parliamentary Cooperation Committee (PCC), held in Nur-Sultan
(former Astana) on 26 February 2020, was an important meeting, especially for three reasons:

First, the EU-Kazakhstan Enhanced Cooperation Partnership Agreement (EPCA) was about to
enter into force on 1 March. EPCA is an important landmark, as it provides for an advance type
of bilateral relation. It is also the first agreement of this type in Central Asia and it is a reference
for the other countries in the region. EPCA was signed on 21 December 2015, it was
provisionally applied since 1 May 2016, received the European Parliament consent on 12
December 2017 and was finally ready to be in force from the moment that the last EU Member
State Parliament, Italy, gave its consent, in November last year.

Second, this was the first PCC meeting since the new Kazakhstan President, Kassym-Jomart
Tokayev, succeeded the first-ever Kazakhstani President, Nur-Sultan Nazarbayev (79), when
the latter retired on 19 March 2019. Subsequently, Tokayev was confirmed in his post at the
presidential elections held on 9 June 2019.

Third, this was the first PCC meeting after the adoption by the European Parliament of its 14
March 2019 resolution on ‘The human rights situation in Kazakhstan’. Among other, the
resolution urged Kazakhstan to abide by its international obligations and respect human rights
and fundamental freedoms and called on the Kazakhstan authorities to put an end to human
rights abuses and all forms of political repression.

Context

The above-mentioned topics were preeminent in the PCC and the other high-level meetings of the
European Parliament delegation.

On the EPCA, the Kazakhstan’s authorities and Parliament showed a great interest to develop all its
areas and potentialities, notably on trade and investment. The opportunities open for either side are
very large. Kazakhstan is by far the richest and most economically advanced country in Central Asia,
and it benefits from relatively modern services, infrastructures and higher education establishments.
There are large investments of EU companies, particularly in the hydrocarbon and transport sectors
in the country. Kazakhstan wants to project its image of a reliable hydrocarbon supplier to the EU,
even if its gas and oil has to cross Russia to reach the EU. Moreover, on top of its huge gas and oil
reserves, Kazakhstan’s location in the middle of Eurasia makes it an unavoidable EU partner for
connectivity, in its widest sense, with China and the rest of the Far East.

It is also evident that the EU-Kazakhstan relationship is of relevance for Kazakhstan, and it is an
important pillar of its multi-vector foreign policy. However, the lack of progress at the EU in the visa
facilitation dossier, despite the fact that Kazakhstan is granting visas to EU citizens at their arrival in
the country, causes substantial frustration among the Kazakhstani MPs. This is even more the case
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after the recent signature of the EU-Belarus visa facilitation agreement. Other central areas covered
by EPCA, like respect for human rights and liberties, attract less attention to the Kazakhstan’s MPs.
Kazakhstan’s sees itself as an almost European country and a country which is open the world;

Concerning Tokayev’s presidency, all indications received at the meetings without Kazakhstan’s
MPs or officials are that Nazarbayev retains the ultimate power in the country from his position as
Security Council Chairman and his ‘Father of the Nation’ (Elbasy) status. The best proof of this was
demonstrated on 21 October 2019, when a presidential decree stated that Nazarbayev (in his capacity
as Chair of the Security Council) would need from then on to give his consent to all but three of the
ministerial posts before the persons concerned received the final appointment by the de-jure
President. The exceptions are the ministers of defence, interior and foreign affairs.

Other important topic recurring during the mission, both when meeting MPs and authorities and in
other meetings, were the expectations raised by President Tokayev in his 20 December 2019 address,
in which he announced measures to improve the economy and social standards, and also some
democratic reforms. However, the alleged opening of the regime seems neither be reaching the
relatively rich Kazakhstani civil society, whose margin of action keeps being reduced, nor the
opposition, which is systematically repressed, including the most moderate type. In brief, even the
most advanced ‘political modernisation reforms’ announced, like reducing the threshold to set up a
political party from 40,000 people to 20,000 people or women and youth quotas of 30 per cent in the
parties lists seem, for the time being, quite cosmetic in practice.

At the regional level, Kazakhstan and secondly Uzbekistan are the key countries capable of putting
in motion a true regional cooperation scheme. However, this is a venture that is far away from
implementation, for example trade figures among them, are very low i.e. an average of five per cent.
Kazakhstan acknowledges and respects the EU Central Asia Strategy and its 2019 update. It also
participates and cooperates in the EU Central Asia flagship regional projects and even sometimes
co-finances some EU important projects for improving Afghanistan’s social conditions.
Nevertheless, Kazakhstan’s foreign priorities are balancing its relations with its big immediate
neighbours, Russia and China, and getting closer to other world powers, particularly the EU, to
materialize its multi-vector foreign policy. Kazakhstan’s political representatives do not spell it
straight away but in their arguments, it is easy to notice their apprehension for the country’s growing
economic dependence on China as well as for the political, security and cultural influence of Russia.
The EU, rather than the US, is the most suitable power for Kazakhstan to counterbalance Russia and
China, and therefore the EU voice has a certain leverage within the political elite. On the contrary,
Central Asia regional cooperation seems to come only as a second as a foreign policy priority. The
traditional Central Asian concern (justified or not) on security threats coming from the region itself
is less used in Kazakhstan than in other Central Asian countries.

The delegation’s official interlocutors were proud of Kazakhstan’s hosting the 2020 WTO
International Conference in Nur-Sultan, (in principle scheduled to 6-7 June), which was cancelled
later on due to the coronavirus crisis. President Sassoli was invited during the delegation’s meetings
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to participate at the conference and visit the country The WTO conference was meant to have in
advance a specific day dedicated to parliamentary discussions between WTO members.

At the meetings, the Kazakhstan’s MPs and officials frequently recalled the economic ‘miracle’ of
Kazakhstan and the pride that they have for the fact that their current capital city (re-baptised last
year from Astana to the Nazarbayev’s first name, Nur-Sultan) was a small steppe village before
independence.

Often, the Kazakhstani MPs and officials expressed their satisfaction about the recent re-
establishment of a ‘Kazakhstan friendship group’ in the EP. It would be important to keep reminding
our interlocutors that this group is not an EP official body, such as Committees or the DCAS are.
This would be important in order to maintain a single European Parliament voice in its relations with
Kazakhstan, based strictly on adopted EP plenary resolutions on the country, on Central Asia, etc.

The presence and input at all meetings of both the EU Ambassador in Kazakhstan and the
Kazakhstan Ambassador to the EU were praised.

The Kazakhstani Parliament proposed that, contrarily to the regular rotation of venues, next year’s
PCC meeting meets again in Kazakhstan (and not in Brussels or Strasbourg) in order to celebrate the
30 years of the country’s independence.

Meetings

The European Parliament delegation had an intense and high-level programme in Nur-Sultan.
It included; at the beginning, the customary briefing and discussion with the EU Ambassador,
accompanied by some EU Member States’ Ambassadors. Then, there was as a lively discussion
with representatives of civil society organisations and human rights activists; several coming
from Alma Ata, and some of them with the trip financed through European Commission’s
funding.

On top of the PAC itself at the Mazhilis (the Kazakhstan’s Lower Chamber of Parliament), the
delegation had meetings with the Mazhilis Chairman, MP Nurlan Nigmatulin and with the Chair
of the delegation for relations with the EU, MP Mukhtar Yerman.

Concerning other Kazakhstan’s authorities, the delegation met the following: vice-Minister of
environment, geology and natural resources; vice-Minister of energy; vice-Minister of Foreign
Affairs; Deputy Prosecutor General of the Republic; and the Commissioner for Human Rights
(Ombudswoman).

The EU Delegation in Kazakhstan had the kind gesture to organise the reception on the occasion
of the entry into force of the EU - Kazakhstan EPCA while the European Parliament was in
town, therefore providing visibility to our institution.
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Due to extreme winter weather conditions, the day- visit by road (200 km) to the nearest capital
of a different oblast, Karaganda, had to be cancelled by the Mazhilis on the same morning. The
visit would have included among other, a discussion with students and staff at the local
university, a meeting with governor and a visit to one the most infamous Stalin’s gulag. Instead,
the delegation had other meetings, a visit to another gulag for women close to Nur-Sultan and
the Centre for Religious Peace and Reconciliation where Kazakhstan hosts regularly the
Congress of the Leaders of World and Traditional Religions.

The full programme is attached at the end of this report (see Annex I)

Inter-parliamentary meetings

The PCC and the other inter-parliamentary meetings were held in a cordial atmosphere. The
two sides recognised the importance and value of the bilateral EU-Kazakhstan relationship, and
agreed that its parliamentary dimension should accompany the positive momentum created by
the EPCA in other to reaffirm and expand all areas covered by the agreement, as well as others,
for example channelled through the renewed EU Central Asia Strategy. The leadership of the
Kazakhstan’s underlined that his country looks for replicating the EU experience of peaceful
coexistence, development and welfare of its citizens. In particular, Kazakhstan is interested to
follow the EU long experience in supporting small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Both MEPs
and MPs agreed that the EPCA requires an active task of both parliaments to provide the
respective executives with constant political impulse for a robust and appropriate
implementation of the agreement.

The PCC meeting, benefiting from a detailed preparation and a solid structure, covered a wide
variety of topics. Among other, these were the political situation in Kazakhstan under the new
President and in the EU after Brexit; the different areas covered by EPCA (including human
rights and rule of law as well as the progress towards EU visa facilitation to Kazakhstani
nationals); foreign and regional relations; economic developments; and environment and
climate change. EPCA’s contribution to offer better prospects to the Kazakhstani youth was
also discussed;

The economic dimension of the EU-Kazakhstan relations received a particular attention.
Kazakhstan has high aspirations and a clear objective: to become one of the 30 most developed
economies in the world by 2050. At the same time, the political representatives claim that the
country seeks a sustainable development and that it makes continuous efforts to diversify its
economy, so it does not retain the great dependence that it has from hydrocarbons. In this
context, the EU’s increasing interest to develop Europe-Asia connectivity is regarded by the
Kazakhstani MPs as an opportunity: they stressed the concept of their country as a ‘bridge
between Europe and Asia’.
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The Kazakhstani MPs are well aware of the importance that the EU gives to the EPCA
provisions on fundamental values, human rights and rule of law. However, they remain very
little open to any criticism on these topics: like in the previous PCC in Nur-Sultan in 2018, the
position of all MPs defending the regime, regardless of their group affiliation, was unified as a
single block. Nevertheless, the PCC had substantial discussions on the Kazakhstan current draft
law on freedom of assembly and on other topics related to human rights and rule of law, such
as domestic violence or fight against corruption in the country.

As mentioned above, the MPs resent the lack of progress in the area of visa facilitation with the
EU, despite their alleged fulfilment of all requirements. The MPs are well acquainted with the
fact that the reason for the delay in an agreement of this kind is to be found in the EU Member
States and in the effects of the 2015 migration crisis to the EU. Accordingly, the MPs asked for
the MEPs to convey in their respective EU Member States the readiness of Kazakhstan and the
lack of risk of any massive migration of Kazakhstani citizens to the EU.

Similarly, the Kazakhstani MPs were openly critic of the alleged participation of EU/EEA
private banks in the alleged traffic of Kazakhstan’s public funds that some businessmen,
opposition leaders illegally took with them when they fled the country in order to finally deposit
the funds offshore. The MPs asked for discussion on the progress in the repatriation of these
funds at the next PCC meeting.

On climate change, the Kazakhstani MPs acknowledged the need for international cooperation,
reduce emissions. Kazakhstan has pledged within the Paris agreement context to reduce 15%
its greenhouse gases by 2030. The MPs would like to see a model of low carbon emissions for
their country and recalled the review of the environmental protection code in 2019. Concerning
the Aral Sea catastrophe, they are aware of the big challenge ahead for trying to recuperate its
natural environment and biodiversity, but they also acknowledge that their remedy actions,
within their limitations, are being much more effective than in the Uzbekistan part of the Aral
Sea.

The Kazakhstani MPs praised the new Caspian Sea Convention signed by the riparian States.
For them, the Convention diminishes both environmental and security threats in the Caspian
Sea

The review of the EU Central Asia strategy in 2019 has been well received in Kazakhstan. The
MPs commended the EU CADAP and BOMCA regional projects, which in their view, do not
only reinforce security at the borders but also enhance indirectly the fight against terrorism by
cutting down the activities and therefore funding of international criminal organisations.
Concerning the stabilisation of Afghanistan, the EU-Kazakhstan-UNDP education programme
to train Afghan women in Kazakhstan universities, launched in October 2019, was discussed
and jointly praised.
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Relations with China, and particularly the treatment of Kazakh and Uyghurs ethnic minorities
in the neighbour Chinese province of Xinjiang was certainly not a comfortable topic for the
Mazhilis Members to discuss. There has been large criticisms by the citizens in Kazakhstan for
their authorities’ alleged lack of action. At delegation’s instances, the reply was often the
classical reference to avoiding interfering in other countries’ domestic issues.

Not surprisingly, in view of Kazakhstan’s Eurasian Economic Union and CSTO membership,
the Kazakhstani MPs criticised the EU restriction measures or sanctions on Russia because of
its activities in the Ukrainian crises. For the MPs, international sanctions curb economic
cooperation and it is time to overcome the ‘sanctions approach’. The Kazakhstani MPs also
suggested Kazakhstan as a suitable mediator in the EU-Russia tensions and disputes in view of
its good relations with both sides.

Concerning world politics and crisis, both sides shared a wide common ground, under the idea
that unilateral approaches do not help to create a convenient environment for peace. Both MPs
and MEPs were in favour of keeping alive the E3+3 - Iran JCPOA nuclear agreement, even if
a key party, the US, has unilaterally left it. Kazakhstan’s stand on this is also in line with its
international activism against nuclear weapons, after having suffered on its soil decades of
USSR nuclear tests with radiation consequences that are still present. The Kazakhstani MPs
were proud of their country’s contribution to find a lasting peace in Syria through the ‘Astana
process’.

Specific areas of discussion during the mission

Foreign and security policies
The new President, Tokayev, is a former diplomat and accordingly he gives a special
importance to this sector. For the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the EU is a model of ‘democracy,
ethnic conviviality, quality of life and youth success’. On the other hand, the MPs, although
highly valuing the EU-Kazakhstan relations, did not express such a strong positive remarks of
the EU.

The Foreign Ministry welcomes the EPCA’s entry into force and all the consolidated
cooperation set up between the EU and Kazakhstan over the years since diplomatic relations
were established in 1993. Both sides agreed that EPCA is an ambitious agreement that reflects
the maturity of the bilateral relations. It has created big expectations and we should all do our
most to meet them. As expected, the Foreign Ministry, like the MPs resented the lack of
progress in the EU Member States to agree on a visa facilitation agreement with Kazakhstan.

Human Rights and rule of law
The European Parliament is concerned with the fact that the Kazakhstan authorities have not
implemented almost any of the requests contained in its 14 March 2019 resolution on ‘the
human rights situation in Kazakhstan’. All the reports and briefings received during the mission
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confirm this view. On the other hand, Kazakhstan’s MPs and officials did not appreciate the
harsh tone of the European Parliament resolution. .

The DCAS delegation’s meeting with civil society organisations (CSOs) demonstrated several
points that are worthy of mention:
- Despite the overall level of repression, the civil society organisations are very much alive and
ready to fight for their respective multiple goals (from rights of the handicapped to support of
freedom activists);
- Kazakhstan is not the worst case in the region concerning limitations of civil society activism,
but unfortunately despite the positive announcements of President Tokayev in December 2019,
the activists’ situation remains bad, if not getting worse;
- The draft new law on freedom of assembly is going through a difficult scrutiny in Parliament,
and it seems that its initial spirit is gradually being cut down.
- Civil society organisations, including human rights defenders, do not communicate well
between themselves. The question on who is behind the funding each of them receives is one
of the elements (although not the only one) of disagreement.
- Civil Society organisations would like to see a more pro-active approach in their defence from
the EU Delegation and the EU Member States embassies, as it happens, in their view, in other
neighbour countries. Some MEPs, members of the delegation, also shared this wish.
Like in the 2018, DCAS mission to Kazakhstan for the PCC meeting, a small demonstration of
democracy activists was held in front of the EU Delegation while the meeting with the CSOs
representatives was going on, in order to attract attention on the most stringent cases. The most
notorious case was that of Mr. Mukhtar Dzhakishev, an opposition figure who was sentenced
to 14 years in prison in 2010 under spurious charges of corruption and whose poor health
conditions put his life in imminent risk. The EP delegation mentioned his and other cases at the
PCC meeting and at the meeting with the deputy prosecutor general. The good news is that, ten
days after the EP delegation left Kazakhstan, Dzhakishev obtained his early release by the Court
on the basis of his health condition.

Environment and energy
Kazakhstan is still far from going through a proper transition to renewable energy, i.e. coal
plants generate the largest part of its electricity, and some MEPs wondered how can the EU
help to accelerate this transition. The government has defined the concept of ‘green economy’
and it is interested in the current EU initiatives at home.

A new environmental strategy of Kazakhstan is meant to be presented at the COP-26 November
2020 meeting in Glasgow. The first step for a country so reach in gas reserves and with such
large gas exports, like Kazakhstan, would be to use more extensively this resource for its
energy, as it emits less greenhouse gases to the atmosphere than coal. A pipeline will be built
from the gas-rich Western Kazakhstan region to Nur-Sultan in order to replace the fuel used by
the polluting coal energy plants that feed the capital’s energy demands.
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On energy investment, Kazakhstan presents itself as a reliable and serious partner. Contrary to
other relatively new hydrocarbons exporting countries, Kazakhstan claims to have respected all
its contractual engagements, even those signed in the early 1990s under not so beneficial terms.
The EU is valued as the investor number one, not only but primarily in the hydrocarbon sector.

Follow-up by the European Parliament

1) Kazakhstan is the key partner for the EU in Central Asia. On top of its big hydrocarbons
reserves, the country enjoys a crucial location between Europe and Russia and this is
important for the EU geopolitical ambitions. The push for Europe-Asia connectivity and
the renewed EU Central Asia Strategy are probably the best evidences. Moreover, there
are large EU investments in the country.

2) The comprehensive EPCA agreement requires full parliamentary scrutiny and a
continuous political impulse. The agreement places the bilateral relationship at a higher
stage and its effective implementation will be regarded by other countries, inside and
outside Central Asia, as a test of the EU capacities and real intentions as a global actor,
i.e. an actor beyond its immediate neighbourhood.

3) The EP has made it clear with its 2019 resolution on the situation of human rights in

Kazakhstan what it expects from a close partner like Kazakhstan. The EPCA refers to
values, human rights and rule of law and the EP should be vigilant that these essential
elements are not put aside in the bilateral contacts between the EEAS and the
Commission and the Kazakhstan authorities. The final contents of the forthcoming new
freedom of assembly law should be followed up in detail.

4) The process of succession of power in Kazakhstan has not been completed yet and
deserves a continuous follow-up by the EP. This also applies to the reforms announced
by President Tokayev.
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ANNEX I

European Parliament
2019-2024

Delegation to the EU-Kazakhstan, EU-Kyrgyzstan, EU-Uzbekistan and EU-Tajikistan
Parliamentary Cooperation Committees and for relations with Turkmenistan and Mongolia

17th meeting of the Parliamentary Cooperation Committee "The European

Union and the Republic of Kazakhstan"

FINAL PROGRAMME

(Nur-Sultan, 25-27 February 2020)

24 February
(Monday)

Secretariat only:

13:00-16:00 Preparatory meeting with the EU Delegation: HoD Ambassador Sven-
Olov Carlsson, Z. Szalai, Head of Political Press and Information Section
and other colleagues from the EU Delegation: preparation of visit and last
minute changes to the programme

17:00-18:30 Preparatory meeting with the Kazakh colleagues from the Mazhilis
Secretariat to finalize the agenda and practical details for the
Parliamentary Cooperation Committee and the programme of the visit

According to a
separate schedule

Arrival of the delegation at the Nursultan Nazarbayev International
Airport, Nur-Sultan

25 February
(Tuesday)

09.30-10.30
Briefing by The EU Ambassador and meeting with the Ambassadors of
Italy, Latvia, Bulgaria, Poland, France, Hungary, Germany, Lithuania
and Austria
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10.30-12.00 Meeting with civil society

12.30-14.15 Buffet lunch hosted by Co-chairman Mr F. Martusciello in honour of the
Kazakh delegation

14.30-15.10 Meeting with Mr N. Nigmatulin, Chairman of the Mazhilis of the
Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan

15.30-16.30 Meeting with the Vice-Minister of Ecology, Geology and Natural
Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Mr Akhmetzhan Primkulov

17.15-18.15 Visit of the Pavilion "Nur Alem" of the international exhibition "Astana
EXPO-2017"

19.00-21.00 Reception on the occasion of the entry into force of the EU-
Kazakhstan EPCA

26 February
(Wednesday)

09.00-09.45 Meeting with the Vice Minister of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Mr Murat Zhurebekov

10.10-10.50 Meeting with the Deputy Prosecutor General of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Mr Denbaev B. B.

11.00-12.00 Meeting with Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, Mr Baimukhan M.B.

12.30-14.00 Working Lunch with the presence of the Commissioner for Human
Rights – Ombudswoman, Senator Ms Elvira Azimova

14.30-18.00 17th meeting of the Parliamentary Cooperation Committee "Republic of
Kazakhstan - the European Union"

19.00 Official reception (dinner) on behalf of the Co-Chair of the Republic of
Kazakhstan - European Union Parliamentary Cooperation Committee
Mr M. Yerman in honor of the delegation of the European Parliament
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27 February
(Thursday)

Due to bad weather conditions and road closure, the planned visit to Karaganda on 27/02 was
cancelled last minute. Thus a new programme was proposed by the Kazakh counterparts as
follows: the delegation had the chance to meet with Kazakhstan's MPs and visit a Gulag from
Stalin times.

09.30-10.30 Departure from the hotel to the National Museum of Kazakhstan and
visit of the museum

11.00-12.30 Departure from the museum to the conference/seminar centre and ad-hoc
bilateral meetings with the Kazakh MPs

13.00-14.30 Working Lunch with Co-Chair Mr M. Yerman and other MPs

15.00-17.30 Visit to town of Algir: a deportation camp “Gulag” for women from the
Stalin times (25 km away from Nur-Sultan) transformed into museum of
remembrance

17.30-18.15 Departure back to the hotel in Nur-Sultan

28 February
(Friday)

According to a
separate schedule

Departure of the delegation from the city of Nur-Sultan
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ANNEX II

European Parliament
2019-2024

Delegation to the EU-Kazakhstan, EU-Kyrgyzstan, EU-Uzbekistan and EU-Tajikistan
Parliamentary Cooperation Committees and for relations with Turkmenistan and Mongolia

17th EU- Republic of Kazakhstan Parliamentary Cooperation
Committee (PCC)

Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

25 to 27 February 2020

List of participants

Members

Mr Fulvio MARTUSCIELLO, Chair EPP Italy
Mr Andris AMERIKS, 1st Vice Chair S&D                            Latvia
Ms Atidzhe ALIEVA-VELI, 2nd Vice Chair RENEW                      Bulgaria
Ms Kinga GÁL                                                             EPP                             Hungary
Mr Thierry MARIANI                                                  ID France
Ms Róża Gräfin von THUN UND HOHENSTEIN     EPP                             Poland
Mr Stasys JAKELIŪNAS Greens/EFA Lithuania
Mr Niklas NIENAß Greens/EFA                Germany

Members were accompanied by 4 Staff from the EP and 7 interpreters

EPP European People's Party -
Christian Democrats

S&D Group of the Progressive Alliance
of Socialists and Democrats

RENEW Renew Europe

Greens/EFA Greens, European Free Alliance

ID Identity and Democracy
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ANNEX III

List of CSOs that participated in a meeting with DCAS Delegation

on 25 February 2020 in Nur-Sultan

1. Human rights and youth activism foundation 'Ar-Rukh-Hak'

2. 'Ata-Jurt ' activist group defending Uighur rights in China

3. Activist for rights of disabled people

4. Human right movement 'Qaharman' (youth human rights movement to protect the
peaceful protesters and monitoring of the political trials)

5. Civil activist who was recognized by Kazakhstani human rights defenders as
politically prosecuted for peaceful assembly/protesters against torture and political
prosecution in Kazakhstan

6. Lawyer - human rights defender

7. KIBHR

8. Victim of torture and political prosecution

9. A blogger and a civil activist with disability

10. NGO "NeMolchi” (Don't Stay. Silent - NGO to protect victims of domestic violence)

11. Human rights movement 405 (protect the peaceful protesters and bloggers)

12. The Eurasia Foundation of Central Asia (EFCA)


